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Adaptive Cruise Control 489
Adaptive Neural Network 193
Adaptiveness 58
Affective Computing 18
Agent-Based Modeling 126, 428
Agents 418





Artificial Neural Network(s) 145, 237, 281
Aspirations 58
Assessment 95
Asset Allocation Strategy 281
Asset Management 303







Bayesian Network(s) 168, 319, 408
Behaviors 48
Big Five Personality Traits Model 335





Causal Temporal Modeling 450
Cellular Automata 418
Channel Error-Correction 145






Command and Control 126
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) 58, 66, 303
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Complex Systems Engineering 
(CSE) 58









Convolutional Neural Network 153




















Decision Support System 489
Deep Mind 135
Deep Neural Network 145
Defect of Modules Prediction 237








































Genetic Algorithm 95, 168, 475
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Geographical Terrain 217
Global Climate Change 229




Green Energy Network 217
GRNN Oracle 168
H
Hierarchical Bayesian Estimation 287






Individual Difference Scaling 254
Industrial Control Systems 24
Intelligence 135
Interest Rate 272
Intrusion Detection 361, 369




Laws of Armed Conflict 10
Learning 418
Least Mean Squares Algorithm 201
Levenberg-Marguardt Algorithm 145
Lightweight Formal Methods 48
Linear Discriminant Analysis 392
Logistic Regression 229
Loss of Control 497
M
Macroporosity 442
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 392









Mixed Shop Scheduling 475
Model 111




Multi Criteria Decision Making 467
Multi Input, Multi Output System 507
Multi-Axis 408
Multilayer Neural Networks 175

























Permanent Magnet  Synchronous 
Generator (PMSG) 507
Personality Computing 383





Power Spectral Density Estimate 272
Pragmatic Idealism 73
Prediction 383

















Rule Based Fuzzy Inference 
Systems 87, 95
























Spiking Neural Networks 159, 175
Stability Analysis 507
Stochastic Optimization 483
Stochastic Probability Distribution 383
Stock Price Indices 272
Stock Returns 272
Student Retention 375




Systems of Systems (SoS)
























Unstructured Big Data 383
Unsupervised Learning 175
V
Vector Representation 327
Vibration 408
Virtual Enterprise 467
Voice Recognition 245
Vulnerability Detection 24
W
Wavelet Coherence 297
Word Embedding 153
Word Stemming 153
Other
3-Way Data 254
6DOF 408
